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Vision

• One stop shop for researchers
  - Submission
  - APC and page charges
  - Proofs
  - Reading
  - Easy transfer options

• Metadata extraction
  - Less manual form filling for authors

• XML first workflow
  - Faster production times post acceptance

Why?

• Control of the submission process on a large scale
• Smooth transitions for authors
• Less burdensome for authors – one username and password for all research related tasks.
• Branded experience
• Modern interface
• Control of data
• Faster development using Agile methodology
The science bit... how does it work?

Aries' Ingest Feature

Once an author clicks submit all data is tagged using JATS XML and files are packaged up into Zip files which are sent to Aries' FTP server. Metadata and files are extracted and ingested into the relevant journal’s Editorial Manager site.

Information about the peer review status is then fed back to the portal using an API so the author always has an accurate status throughout the process.
Some Stats!

- Number of applications built = 7!
- Months in development = 3 months to MVP, 8 months to full release
- Number of journals using the submission portal = >190
- Number of Submissions (original and revised) = >8000

Questions?

✉️ Siobhan.Aldridge@tandf.co.uk

@siobhanaldridge